This work presents an objective method to detect ball rotation in image sequences. We apply this method to objectively classify racket sports equipment. Therefore, we observe the ball impact on a racket and compare rotation differences detected prior to and after the impact. The method combines ball center tracking with surface corner tracking to calculate ball rotation. Because our method's application has real-time constraints our rotation detection is fully automatic. The bottom line: Our experimental results enable racket classifications. Athletes and sports federations are therefore our stakeholders.
INTRODUCTION
We present a visual method for detecting ball rotation aimed for the ball sports domain. Knowledge about ball rotation enables a range of applications for sports where rotation plays a crucial role like in table tennis, tennis, soccer, baseball, golf, bowling, and billiard. Our envisioned application in racket sports is racket equipment classification. The amount of rotation a racket imparts on a ball is a significant classification factor. Such classifications can be used in two ways: First, athletes can make objective and deliberate decisions to purchase equipment. Second, sports federations can classify illegal equipment which does not conform to the rules.
Ball rotation has been analyzed in following sports domains: tennis (Goodwill and Haake, 2004) , soccer (Neilson et al., 2004) , table tennis (Tamaki et al., 2004) , and baseball (Theobalt et al., 2004) . Neilson et al. (Neilson et al., 2004) measure the spin of a soccer ball. Their results are based on a unique color pattern on the ball surface where each 2D view of the ball identifies its 3D position. Our approach in contrast works with arbitrary corner features on a ball's surface. Tamaki et al. (Tamaki et al., 2004) measure ball spin of table tennis balls. Their approach is based on image registration in addition to depth information from a manually fitted 3D sphere model. The work of Boracchi et al. (Boracchi et al., 2009 ) examines spin by analyzing blurred images. For the general case of a spinning and translating ball they propose a semi-automatic user-assisted approach. Both (Tamaki et al., 2004) and (Boracchi et al., 2009 ) require manual user intervention whereas our approach is fully automatic. Theobalt et al. (Theobalt et al., 2004) determine the spin of baseballs based on multi-exposure stereo images. Their approach relies on 3D depth data of predefined tracked color markers. We instead only use a single camera and do not need depth information.
Our contribution is a fully automated rotation detection without user intervention. The high-speed cameras we use deliver gray scale image data. Therefore, our method copes with arbitrary corner features in gray scale image data. We provide detection results within less than three seconds for 20 processed frames-this is sufficient to classify a racket. Further, our method is independent from any motion model and works with monocular camera data. We point out that we only detect rotation with an axis perpendicular to the image plane.
We briefly explain our data acquisition setting in Section 2 followed by implemented method details in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss experimental results and revise our contribution.
DATA ACQUISITION
We use rotating table tennis balls as a test environment. Compared to tennis, soccer, baseball, and golf we can reproduce and verify results with less effort due to a simpler data acquisition setting, de-picted in Figure 1 . We use an automatic ball feeder (on the left in the figure) to obtain repeatable preconditions. The feeder propels the balls with backspin (3800 ± 100 revolutions per minute (rpm)) towards the rigidly mounted racket from a short distance (0.5 m)-we capture the ball before and after impact on the racket with a high-speed camera. The image plane is parallel to the translational ball motion and the camera observes the ball from 2 m distance (focal length 100 mm). We light the scene with three 1000 W floodlights to achieve enough contrast on the ball contour and on the ball surface features for further processing. The main light direction of all three floodlights is positioned perpendicular to the image plane. The frame rate is 1000 frames per second (fps), the exposure time is 1 7000 s to minimize motion blur, and the captured image sequences have a resolution of 1280 × 512 pixels (landscape). Every certified table tennis ball has a printed logo of the manufacturer on its surface. A single logo is an insufficient feature for our measurement approach, therefore we augment the surface texture with additional painted artificial features to ensure visible texture in every captured frame. Figure 2 depicts the detection principle with four superimposed frames of a sequence-the ball moves from left to right as in Figure 1 . The first two frames are taken prior to the ball impact whereas the last two frames are taken after the impact. For better visibility a yellow dot marks a particular surface corner which is tracked in all five frames (this yellow dot only augments Figure 2 and does not exist on the ball itself). The rotation magnitude results from the angle the dot has traveled between two frames within an elapsed time. Blue dashed lines mark the ball center in each frame and solid red lines indicate the current angle of the tracked dot with reference to the current ball center. We calculate rotation magnitudes (spin rates) for the sequence between frames 13 and 19 as well as between frames 36 and 56. The lower part of the figure sums up the interpretation and calculation: An angle difference of 138.5 • within 6 frames corresponds to 3847 rpm whereas an angle difference of 17 • within 20 frames corresponds to 141 rpm.
SPIN CALCULATION
Our basic idea is the calculation of displacements between corresponding corners in two subsequent frames. The approach consists of the following six steps:
Step 1: Segmenting ball from background: To do this, we learn a background model based on frames before a ball becomes visible in the scene. During this learning phase we observe a certain intensity range for each image pixel. After the learning phase a pixel is considered as foreground when this pixel's intensity value is outside the learned intensity range.
Step 2: Determining center position: First, we fit a bounding box around the ball contour. Second, we fit a circle into this bounding box. Figure 3 shows an input image with a superimposed fitted circle and the ball center. This image highlights a problem: If the ball surface is not lit uniformly, as in our case, the contrast varies between the projected sphere contour and the background. This hinders accurate circle fitting and center finding. Step 3: Identifying corners within the ball contour: According to the criterion for "good" corners in (Shi and Tomasi, 1994) we identify corners where both eigenvalues of the second moment matrix are above a certain threshold. We set the threshold to 80% of the best found corner's lower eigenvalue.
Step 4: Tracking identified corners: For finding correspondences between found corners we apply the pyramid version of the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm (Lucas and Kanade, 1981) which allows for larger displacements than the conventional LucasKanade approach.
Step 5: Calculating rotational displacement: Figure 4 explains the spin calculation based on vector subtraction by means of two frames (top row of figure) superimposed in a third frame (lower row of figure) . The solid blue crosses mark the ball center and the dashed red crosses mark the tracked corner. The vector subtraction is depicted right of the superimposed frame: The ball translation vector in blue is subtracted from the general corner displacement vector in red. This results to the pure rotational displacement of the corners highlighted in green. Step 6: The spin magnitude is calculated with straightforward trigonometry and requires no further details.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Obtaining ground truth data from real image sequences is a tedious task. Therefore, we generated synthetic image sequences where ground truth is known. Figure 5 visualizes a snapshot of an analyzed synthetic image sequence where the simulated spin is 3667 rpm prior to impact. Three corners of the square-like region are automatically chosen and tracked. The upper right image corner contains the three computed corresponding spin values. Ideally, all three values should be the same, the difference between them indicates inaccuracy. Seven vectors with three different colors are visible, their end points are marked with dots of the same color. According to Figure 4 the ball center translation is shown in blue, the tracked corners' general displacements are shown in red, and the pure rotational corner displacements after vector subtraction of the center translation are shown in green. In this particular snapshot we obtain a mean error of -7.7%. Figure 8 shows the calculated spins of a real image sequence. Ground truth spin prior to impact is 3750 rpm and after impact 500 rpm. Our ground truth values are themselves error-prone as we obtain them by manually measuring angle differences in the sequence on a computer display. As mentioned above the large deviations of the values prior to impact result from inexact contour fitting due to non-uniform lighting. The mean measurement error prior to impact is -21.8% but is simultaneously less important. Prior to impact we can assume that the ball feeder generates a constant spin through all captured sequencestherefore, spin prior to impact needs not to be measured accurately because no changes are expected. In contrast, after impact, when we expect differences caused by different rackets, the mean error magnitude descends significantly to 2.4%. We captured experimental sequences with five different rackets according to Figure 1 -overall eight sequences were captured, some of them with the same racket. Manual spin measurements after impact revealed an average spin range per sequence between 200 and 1250 rpm.
We have shown a motion analysis approach especially for the measurement of ball spin. Experiments proved this method's feasibility to infer racket properties from spin measurements based on arbitrary surface features without user intervention. The execution time for processing 20 frames was about 3 seconds (s) (run on an Intel Core i7 L620, 2 GHz processor). A sequence of 20 captured frames is sufficient for a significant racket classification and the time delay of 3s is acceptable for on site classification of illegal rackets during sport events.
Future Work: We will successively challenge our method's robustness by decreasing the number of artificial surface features. Another measurement setting with two opposing cameras can lower the risk of occluded features even when only a single feature is existent on the whole ball surface.
